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There is a difference between a program approach and a programmatic approach. The “program 

approach” described in the paper is simply a number of activities bundled together, often as a 
regional or multi-country replication or scaling up by offering the same product/service in multiple 

countries. On the other hand, a true programmatic approach is an interdependent and 
comprehensive set of interventions at multiple levels, including policy interventions, aiming to 

address lasting social and behavioral change. This kind of programmatic approach is something to 

be quite excited about in the GCF, and works well with other Fund priorities such as inclusive 
country coordination through the country programs, that give probably the best approach for truly 

programmatic approaches in the GCF, and enhanced direct access. 
 

The policy as presented places too much emphasis on expanding to multiple countries, rather than 
facilitating approaches that lead to more transformational impacts and integrative approaches to 

shifting development pathways.  A programmatic approach should aim at deepening and 
expanding interventions primarily within countries and sectors in line with a country's identified 

priorities, and not necessarily expanding to new countries. 
 

Equating a programmatic approach primarily with cost-efficiency or economies of scale is too 
narrow. An approach does not have to be large-scale to be considered programmatic [Amb. Feturi 

example of SIDS experience with respect to the scale-bias is relevant…]  but should be tied to in-
country processes, including their improvement and reflect a broader understanding of country 

ownership via inclusion and participation (Andrea mentioning Gender and Indigenous Peoples as 
stakeholders to be brought in throughout).  

 
That understanding of country ownership must go beyond just the no-objection letter. AGREE with 

Board members saying that NDAs need to have a clear and essential role…Emphasizing the 
country-driveness…  Programmatic approaches should focus on working with NDAs and national, 

sub-national and community stakeholders to develop sets of interdependent activities that address 

country needs and circumstance. Program design/proposal requirements should include a goal; 
objectives; expected outcomes; and indicative or process oriented activities, all of which are 

developed in collaboration with the NDA and national stakeholders. Otherwise, there is the danger 
that what is promoted as a programmatic approach will reflect existing programs – mainly of 

multilateral implementing entities – as Dianne has also noted. 
 

When decision making is delegated to the accredited entity - as suggested in different forms in 
sections III and IV of Annex II - the AE should always establish a decision making body including 

representatives of stakeholders and the NDA(s) to make those decisions in an inclusive and fair 
way reflecting country needs and priorities. 

 
Finally a note on transboundary projects/programs – these must be developed with inputs from 

stakeholders in all countries in the geographic target area and that includes bringing them in 
throughout the program implementation, including when discussing and deciding on sub-projects 

and regional expansion. 


